
New revised Words Aptly Spoken (WAS) 

Frequently Asked Questions 

 

Q: Why do the new Words Aptly Spoken books look different? 

A: Each book in the Words Aptly Spoken series has been redesigned to make the content more user-
friendly and the design more aesthetically pleasing. Studying literature should appeal to all different 
types of learners, including visual learners, so we have added pictures of the authors studied and other 
images related to the text. For example, now when you study the American presidents in WAS: 
American Documents, you will be able to learn their faces as well as their names.  
 
Q: How has the content of the books changed?  
 
A: (For questions about individual books, see below.)  The Words Aptly Spoken guides have been 
revised to meet the specific needs of parents and teachers who are learning to teach literature using the 
classical model. In addition to using the language of the classical model (grammar, dialectic, rhetoric), 
each book now has an expanded introduction and conclusion, as well as more in-depth introductions to 
each text. We want maturing students to think more deeply about literature on the level of ideas, so we 
have updated some of the Thought Questions to help you talk about important issues related to 
worldview.   
 
Q: What happened to WAS: Children’s Literature, Part B? 
 
A: The new edition of WAS: Children’s Literature combines the children’s and young adult novels 
from both Challenge A and Challenge B. Now you only have to buy one book to last you through two 
years of literature.  

Q: Do I need to buy the new editions for my Classical Conversations program? 

A: Although we encourage you to purchase the newer editions so you will have the most recent and 
complete information, you can still use your older edition except in Challenge B. Because we have 
replaced Phyllis Naylor’s Shiloh with Little Britches: Father and I Were Ranchers by Ralph Moody, if 
you have an older edition of WAS: Children’s Literature, you will not have the questions for Little 
Britches.  
 
We also strongly recommend that parents purchase the new WAS: American Literature for Challenge I. 
The new edition contains articles that are no longer included in the Challenge I program guide. Also, 
we have added lessons to accompany Born Again, “If,” “If, for Girls,” and The Witch of Blackbird 
Pond.  

Q: What’s different in the new edition of WAS: Children’s Literature? 

A: The new Children’s Literature guide contains the books used in both Challenge A and Challenge B. 
To make the guide easier to use, the texts are arranged in the same sequence in which they are taught 
in the Challenge programs. To match a curriculum change in Challenge B, Ralph Moody’s Little 
Britches: Father and I Were Ranchers has replaced Phyllis Naylor’s Shiloh.  



Q: What’s different in the new edition of WAS: Short Stories? 

A: The new Short Stories guide clarifies the Thought and Review Questions and makes sure that all 
questions are tailored to the writing skill that students practice in each section of the book. 

Q: What’s different in the new edition of WAS: American Literature? 

A: The new American Literature guide contains all-new lessons to accompany Colson’s Born Again, 
Kipling’s “If,” McEvoy’s “If, for Girls,” and Speare’s The Witch of Blackbird Pond. To make it easy 
for you to find the literature you need for class, all of the readings used in Challenge I are now 
included in WAS: American Literature rather than in the program guide. In addition, the new edition 
has expanded and updated reading and writing exercises to accompany each book.  

Q: What’s different in the new edition of WAS: American Documents? 

A: The new American Documents guide has been re-organized to make it easier to find the articles, 
legal documents, poems, and speeches you need for class. We’ve also added an introduction to each 
genre, and a writing exercise to help students learn about the way different types of writing have 
influenced history. Within each category, we’ve placed the documents in chronological order to give 
you a sense of historical continuity.  

Q: What’s different in the new edition of WAS: British Literature? 

A: The new British Literature guide expands and revises the introductions to each text studied, and it 
updates the Thought and Review Questions to help older students read literature on the level of ideas. 


